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Hard Turbulent Thermal Convection and Thermal Evolution of the Mantle
D.A. YUEN,•,2U. HANSEN?W. ZHAO,1A.P. VINCENT,2,4
AND A.V. MALEVS Ky•,2

Thisarticlesummarizes
theresultsof hardturbulent
convection
obtained
in laboratory
experiments
and
numericalsimulations.
Its applications
to mantleconvection
are illustratedby two-dimensional
numerical
solutions
to (1) Newtonian,
(2) non-Newtonian
convection
and(3) Newtonian
convection
withmultiple
phasetransitions.
In Newtonian
mantleconvection
the transition
from softto hardturbulence
is markedby
the appearance
of disconnected
plumes.Spectralanalysis
of the time seriesof the Nusseltnumberreveals
the presenceof a spectralscalingsubrangefor hard turbulencebut not for soft turbulence. In hard
turbulence
thereis correspondence
between
thespectra
in frequency
andwavenumber
domains.Theslopeof
the seismicwavespectrameasured
from seisinology
suggests
that the mantleconvection
todayis strongly
time-dependent.
The transitionto hard-turbulence
takesplaceat muchlower Nusseltnumbersfor nonNewtonJan
thanfor Newtonian
rheology.For themantlethiswouldhaveimportant
ramifications.Non-

Newtonian
plumes
behave
quitedifferently
fromNewtonJan
onesin thatlargecurvatures
aredeveloped
in
theirtrajectories
in the hardturbulentregime. Mantleconvection
with phasetransitions
tendsto become
morelayeredwithincreasing
Rayleighnumbers.The styleof mantleconvection
mighthavechanged
from
a layeredto a morewholemantletypeof flow with time. Catastrophic
overturns
associated
with strong
gravitational
instabilities
in the transition
zonecouldbe responsible
for superplume
events.

1. INTRODUCTION

Newtonianconvection
as the primeexample. Amongthese
will be the dynamics of plume structures in the hard

Understanding
of the dynamicsin high Rayleighnumber turbulent regime, heat transfer characteristics and the
convectionis central to the study of the Earth's thermal

properties of the thermal spectra in the hard turbulent
regime. This will be followedby a discussion
of the effects
physicists [Castaing et al., 1989; Sano et al., 1989] on of non-Newtonian theology on hard turbulent mantle
convectionin heliumof high precisionand large parameter convection. Next, we focuson stronglychaotic convection
range have revealed a new regime in convectiondistinct in the presenceof phase transitionsin the mantle. Issues

evolution.

In the last several years, experimentsby

from those obtained at lower Rayleigh (œa) numbers. concerningthe effects of high Ra on inducing layered
Different turbulent states were discovered[Heslot et al., convection and catastrophic instabilities will be raised in
1987], and they were designatedas soft and hard turbulence. this section. Finally, we discussthe implicationsand
The transition from soft to hard turbulence occurs at œa=4 x
ramifications
of hard turbulentconvection
on shapingour

107fora cellwithanaspect
ratioone.Hardturbulence
is

distinguished
from soft turbulencemost evidentlyby the
appearance
of disconnectedplumesand by the changein the
distributionfunction of the temperaturefluctuationsin the
convecting interior. Thermal boundary layers in hard

ideas concerningthermal evolutionof the mantle.
2. BACKGROUND
ON HARD TURBULENTCONVECTION

Many commonconcepts
on mantleconvection
usedby
turbulentregimefor waterwerealsostudiedexperimentally geoscientists
have been basedon the idea of stationary
[Solomon and Gollub, 1990]. There have been numerical
cellularpatterns[Turcotteand Oxburgh,1967,' Jarvis and
simulations in three-dimensions of hard-turbulent convection
in air [Balachandaret al., 1989; Sirovich et al., 1989].

Numerical simulations of hard turbulence in infinite Prandtl

Peltier, 1982; Schubertand Anderson,1985; Christensen,
1989 ]. Many studieswhich are concernedwith the thermal

evolutionof Earth[e.g., Sharpeand Peltier, 1978; Spohn
numberconvectionwere carriedout by Hansenet al. [1990].
and Schubert,1982 ], with the persistenceof chemical
One may wonder why this new fluid dynamical heterogeneities[Gurnis and Davies, 1986 ], and with the
phenomenonshouldbe of interestto planetaryscientists. developmentof lithosphericplates [Jarvisand Peltier, 1982
In this paperwe shalllook at thisproblemof hard turbulent ] are basedon this steadystatetype of thinking,even
convectionfrom severalvantagepoints, each of which has thoughthereexistmanylinesof geologicalevidences,
such
its own particularrelevancefor planetarythermalevolution. as migrationof ridgesand trenches[Jurdy,1978 ]back arc

We begin by giving a backgroundon the characteristics
of spreading [Karig, 1974], sea level fluctuations[Gurnis,
hard turbulent convection. Several new concepts,not 1990],andtruepolarwander[Goldreichand Toorare,1968;
generallyfamiliar to geoscientists,
will be introduced
using Gordon,1983],whichsupport
thenotionof time-dependent
mantle

convection.

The transitionfrom steady state to time-dependent
nD•partmont
of Geology
andGeophysics,
Minnesota
8uporcomputer
convection
is a long-standing
problemwhichhasoccupied
Institute,Universityof Minnesota,Minneapolis.
experimentersand theoreticians [see Busse, 1985]. The
2Army
HighPerformance
Computing
andRe,archCenter,
Universionset of time-dependentconvection is marked by
ty of Minnoaota,Minnoapolis.
3Department
of Theoretical
Geophysics,
Institute
of EarthSciences,oscillationswith one (P1)and two (P2) periods[Libchaberet
al., 1983]. The transitionof theseperiodicstatesto chaotic
Universityof Utrecht, Netherlands.
convectionhas been identified in laboratoryexperiments
4CERFACS,
Toulouse,
France.
[Malraison et al., 1983]. Severalroutesto soft turbulence,
including period-doublingand intermittence,have been
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proposed [e.g., Berg• et al., 1984] and discussedin terms of
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the nonlineardynamicsinvolvingstrangeattractors[e.g.,
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In mantle convection the route to chaotic convection
three-dimensionalhard turbulent convection still require an
was delineated numerically for spherical shell convection enormous amount of computational resources and disk
[Macbetel and Yuen, 1986]. Christensen [1987], Hansen
storage requirements involving 10 to 100 Gbytes. By
and Ebel [1985], and Hansen [1987] pointed out the focussing on two-dimensional problems, we can reach
importanceof large aspect ratio geometry in promoting higher Ra and conduct much longer runs to obtain
chaoticconvection. Numericalexperimentsby Vincent and meaningful statistics [Hansen et al., 1992b]. The problem
Yuen (1988a, b), and Lennie et al. [1988] have illustrated specification, details of the computational methods, nonthe behavior from quasi-periodic to chaotic, as Ra is dimensionalization schemes, and other relevant results can
increased
to beyond105 for base-heated
convection.be found in our earlier papers [Hansen and Ebel, 1988;
Vincent and Yuen [ 1989] and Stewart and Turcotte [ 1989] Hansen et al., 1990, 1992a,b; Malevsky and Yuen, 1992]
have also studied chaotic mantle convection by using a
truncatedmodal expansionof the full equations. Hansen et 3.1. Equationsand Model Description

al. [1990, 1992a] have investigatedfor both large and small
aspect ratio boxes the transition from this chaotic or soft

turbulent regime to

hard turbulence by stepping up

systematically
fromRa =106toRa=108.
Recent experimental [Castainget al., 1989; Sano et al.,
1989; Solomon and Gollub, 1990] and numerical
[Balachandar et al., 1989, Hansen et al., 1990; DeLuca et
al., 1990] studies have revealed that there exists another

transitionfor base-heated
convectionat Ra between107 and

108 for low infinitePrandtlnumbers.Thisso-called
softto

We will simplify our physical assumptionsin order to
focus our attention on the fundamental aspects of hard
turbulent convection. We will neglect here the effects of
mantle compressibility [Jarvis and McKenzie, 1980;
Macbetel and Yuen, 1989] and temperature-dependent
viscosity [Christensen, 1984]. For the range of mantle
viscosity considered,inertial effects can be neglected. The
dimensionlessequationsgoverning mantle convection for an
incompressibleBoussinesqfluid in this limit are

hard turbulent transition is characterizedby (1) the change
from continuousto disconnectedplumes [Balachandar et al.,
1989; Hansen et al., 1990, 1992a], (2) the changefrom a
Gaussian to exponential dependence for the probability
distribution function of the temperature[Sano et al., 1989;
Ba!achandar and Sirovich, 1991], (3) the change of the
scaling exponent between the Nusselt (Nu) number and Ra
from 1/3 to 2/7 [Heslot et al., 1987], (4) the appearanceof
a coherent frequency in the interior [Castaing et al., 1989;

V-u

=0
(•)

3'ciJ
Vp-RaTe
z- 0
3xj

(2)

,,3T= V2T- u.VT
(3)

Vincent et al., 1991], and (5) the changein the slope of

the frequencyspectraof the local thermal fluctuations[Wu et The dimensionlesstemperatureis given by T, ez is the unit
al., 1990]. Point 3 has important implications for heat
vector aligned with gravity, p is the dynamicalpressure,and
transfer in planetary interiors as modeled by parameterized
t is time non-dimensionalizedby the thermal diffusion time
convection.
Its validity is somewhat controversial
[Solomon and Gollub, 1991]. Table 1 in section 3.3 below

across
thelayer.Thedeviatoric
stress
tensor
•ij is related

summarizes
the
hard turbulence.

to the velocity gradients by

different

characteristics

between

soft

and

Laboratoryconvectionexperimentsfor helium gas up to

Raof4 x 10TM[Wuet al., 1990]suggest
thattheremaybe
another
hydrodynamic
transition
at Raof 0(1011)based
on
frequency spectra analysis [Wu et al., 1990] and probability
distribution function [Ching, 1991]. This new transition at
these extremely high Ra would certainly impact the thermal

evolution
of magma
oceans,
asRa therecanexceed
1020

zij,_.2(aui
k,xj+3uj)
axi,)

(4)

whereTI is thedynamic
viscosity,
whichis included
in the
definition

of R a, the sole control variable of this model

[Tonks and Melosh, 1990].

Therangeof Ra covered
in thispaperliesbetween
106
and1010,corresponding
to variations
of themeanmantle
viscosity
between
1018to1022Pas. Viscosity
of 1018Pa
s is close to partial melting in the upper mantle. Such
values of viscosity have been estimated beneath Iceland and
other oceanic spreading areas today [e.g. Parmentier and
Morgan,
1990].
Thus these results will cover the
intermediate stage of planetary thermal evolution just after
the solidification of the entire mantle [e.g. Stevensonet al.,
1983], correspondingto around 4.2 Gyr ago. For other
planets, such as Venus, the Rayleigh number may be similar
to Earth but would depend a great deal on its water content
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[Kaula, 1990]. The timing of the end of magma oceans is
unknown for other planets.
3.

HARD TtmBULENT NEW'rONmN CONVECTION

Fig.1. Temperature fields of base-heated Boussinesq
with Ra=2x107.An aspect-ratio
tenboxis used
Hard turbulentconvectionwith Newtoniantheologywill convection
be discussedhere with regardto planetarymantles. With the 51x500 finite-element unevenly spaced grid points were
present generation of vector supercomputers,modelling employed.Snapshotsare taken after more than 20 overturns.
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Fig. 3. Temperaturefluctuationsin the rising (upper curve)

and sinking(lower curve)plumes. Ra=106andthe aspectratio

t = 0.026

is 1.8.

disconnected plumes in convection simulations was first
found by Jarvis [1984] in two-dimensional studies of mantle

convection
for Ra =108 in an aspect
ratioonebox. The
transition from the continuousto disconnectedplume regime

Fig.2. Snapshotsof T fields of base-heatedconvectionwith

atRa around
107wasdocumented
in thecomputations
by

Ra=106andanaspect-ratio
of 1.8,80x40finite-element
grid

Hansen el at. [1990]. This transitional Ra is surprisingly

intervals of T are from 0.55 to 1.0.

bring out the full richness of the dynamical behavior from

pointswereused. Time is non-dimensionalized
with respect close to those found in low Prandtl number studies [Heslot el
to the thermal diffusion time of the layer. Contoured at., 1987]. Large aspect-ratioconfigurationsare needed to
the interaction

problem. Two different numerical methods have been used.

The first is based on finite element technique [1tansen and
Ebel,
1988].
The second is based on the method of
characteristics and bicubic splines [Malevsky and Yuen,
1991]. The numerical accuracy and resolution of both
methods have been compared and documentedby Vincent el

al. [1991] and 1tansen el at., [1992bl.

Another important

aspect relevant to whole mantle convection, which is not
considered here, is internal heating [Malevsky el al., 1992].
From previous works [Machelel and Yuen, 19891, internal
heating is found to enhance the chaotic tendency in mantle
convection.

3.2. Transition From So.fi to Hard Turbulence

of

several

convection

cells.

To focus on the dynamicsof the drifting instabilities, we
have employed a smaller computational domain with aspectratio of 1.8. In Figure 2 we display snapshotsof the 7'

fieldsforRa =106. Hereareshown
thetemperature
fields
above the average (contours from 0.55 to 1.0).
These
snapshots clearly reveal the characteristic mushroom

structure of the ascending plume. Waves are generated
within the thermal boundary layers by instabilities
travelling with the mean flow, until they encounter the
upwelling current. The entrainmentof these instabilities by
the driving plume gives rise to the temperaturepulses within
the upwellings and downwellings,as shown in Figure 3. We
have plotted here temperatures, measured in the center of
the vertical boundary layers, as a function of time. The
pulselike minima in the lower curve indicate the actual

passing of the sinking blob, while the reheating period is
Both laboratory [Whitehead and Parsons, 1978] and
numerical experiments in two and three-dimensions [e.g.,
Christensen,

1987; Hansen and Ebel, 1988; Travis et al.,

1990] have established that in highly viscous fluids,
irregular time-dependentflows can take place, rather than a
stationary solution, in spite of the absence of the nonlinear
momentum transport in infinite Prandtl number fluids. For

Ra between
105and107thespatial-temporal
picture
of
highly viscous convection can be characterized by the
coexistence of quasistationary circulation cells and
superimposedsmall-scale instabilities, which are drifting
with the large-scalecirculation. In Figurel we show a series

of snapshots
of thetemperature
fieldforRa=2x 107in an
aspectratio 10 box. Mushroom-shapedplumes are driving
the large-scale circulation (LSC),
instabilities are driven by the LSC.

while the smaller
This continues until

these minor instabilities collide with one of the driving
instabilities [Hansen el at., 1990]. The appearance of

revealed by the smoother maxima.

On the other hand, the

maxima in the upper curve (rising plume) come from the
rising hot instabilities. These curves together demonstrate
the existenceof a coherentlarge-scaleflow with aspect-ratio
of 1.8. This agrees with the finding of Krishnamufti and
Howard [1981] that the width of the box containsthe largest
scale

of motion.

Increasing
Ra to 108 changes
thepicturedrastically.
Snapshotsof the temperaturefields in Figure 4 reveal the
breakdown of the plumes into dropletlike structures.
Initially, small patches of hot material are separatedfrom
the evolving plumes. Then these patches are stretched by
the backgroundcirculation. The interaction of the boundary
layer instabilities with the "wind", as generatedby the mean
flow, plays a key role in the developmentof hard turbulence
[Solomon and Gollub, 1991]. The spatial coherenceof the

flowdisappears
atRa=108asshown
in Figure
5 where
the
temperaturefluctuations are measuredat the same positions
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as in Figure 3. The spikes in the time series are produced Fig.5. Temperature
fluctuations
for Ra=108.Uppercurveis
by the travelling instabilities. The sudden changes in the for a station at x=0 and z=0.5, while lower curve is located
temperature are caused by flow reversals, a quite common at x=l.8 and z=0.5.
phenomenon in two-dimensional high R a convection
[Hansen et al., 1992a1.

A coherent mean flow exists at a

certain time as shown by the simultaneousflow reversal at
t=0.0005 but does not exist during other periods.

Modelling of thermal history has traditionally been
basedon Nu versusRa relationship derived from steady
state boundary layer theory [e.g., ?'urcotte and Oxburgh,
1967]. The heat transporthas been parameterized
by Nu =

Highest
Ra attained
in oursimulations
is 1010[Yuenand
Malevsky, 1992]. This Ra would correspondto a mean

mantleviscosity
of 1018Pas, a valuecloseto thesolidus

of olivine. SuchhighRa wouldprevailin the earlystages
of thermalevolution,
about4.2 Gyr ago. In Figure7 and8
we
compare
the
time
evolution
of the temperatures
andspeed
ara b whereb=l/3 anda is a constant
of orderunity
Ra=5x107and1010 Therearesignificant
[Turcotteand Oxburgh,1967]. But Nu(Ra) relationship between
dependsstronglyon the aspectratio of the flow [Hansen et

structural changes in the plumes between these two R a

studies of parameterized convection. Instead, convection

Ra=5x107
andNu=280
forRa=1010).Plumes
atRa=1010

al., 1992b] This point has been neglectedin previous whoseaveragedsurfaceNu differby a factorof 5 (Nu=55 for

by the large scale
with aspectratio one has been assumed
almostexclusively becomewispy tendrils,beingstretched
collisions
for high Ra. In the meantimeit has beenrecognizedthat flow. The collectivedynamicsof plume-plume
large aspectratio flows are maintainedespeciallyat high areseen
forRa=1010
attheright-hand
sideof theT fieldin
Ra. Thus the strongdependence
of Nu on aspectratio, with Figure7. The spatialdistribution
of thelocalspeed,defined
the efficiencydecreasingfor larger cells, suggeststhat actual hereto be the magnitude
of the two velocitycomponents,
cooling rate of magmaoceanshouldbe less than previous showshow the velocity field changesto a turbulentflow
estimatesbasedon parameterizedconvection[Davies, 1990].
In Figure 6 we show the time historyof Nu obtainedfrom a

field in Figure8. This character
is manifested
by the
interweaving
patterns
of fast(dark)andslow(light)patches

runatRa=108 in anaspect-ratio
1.8configuration.
This forRa=1010 At lowerRathespeed
distribution
ismore
Nu time-seriesis comparedwith Nu taken from steady-state continuous.Thusthe styleof geochemical
mixingwould
calculation in aspect ratio one box [Christensen, 1989]. alsobe influenced
by the hard-turbulent
regime[Hansenet
This is shown by the straight line. The heat-transport al., 1992a].
efficiency decreasesfrom Nu =96 for the steady-statecase
with aspect-ratioone to around70 for the aspectratio 1.8 3.3. SpectralAnalysisof Soft and Hard Turbulence
time-dependent case. Hansen et at.. [1992b] have shown
that the fluctuationsof Nu(t) follow a Gaussiandistribution

In laboratory experiments on hard turbulent convection

with the mean equal to Nu obtainedfrom the steadystate [Wu et al., 1990; Ching, 1991], time seriesof temperature
equations. With larger aspectratios both the power law are the only accessiblequantities. Hence understanding
of
exponent b and the constant a would decrease[Hansen and the Fourier frequencyspectraof the thermal fluctuationsis
Ebet, 1984], thus further reducing the heat-transfer very important, as there has been theoretical work done on
efficiency.
interpretingthe natureof time-dependence
in the frequency
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spatial and temporal coherencesare destroyed. The spectrum
is characterizedby the appearanceof a fiat subrangefor the

longest
periods.Thisis equivalent
to whitenoisein theCO

spectrum
(Fig.9b). ForRa exceeding
0(107),a negative
120

1oo

slopeof -7/5 appearsnow in the thermalCOspectrum (Fig.
-

stcad•-statc

-

Nil

9c). This is the hard turbulent regime.
The differences in Nusselt spectra between soft and hard
turbulence

in

CO domain

for

infinite

Prandtl

number

are

shown in Figure 10. Spectra are calculated with Fourier
transforms. For soft turbulence(Figure 10a) a fiat subrange
is found for the longest periods, and there is no temporal
coherence

for

the

surface

heat

flux.

In

the case

of

hard

turbulence(Figure 10b) one finds a scaling subrangewith a
40-

-

I
0.01

I
0.02

I
0.03

I
0.04

I
0.05

I
0.06

I
0.07

slopeof-1.7 + 0.2 for Nu (CO). Similarslopesfor the k
spectrum have been observed at infinite Prandtl number
compressible convection in spherical shell at lower R a

between5x106 and 107 [Machetel, 1993] and hasbeen

t

Fig. 6. Time historyof Nu for Ra=108and aspect-ratio
of
1.8. Steady-state is for the aspect-ratio one result from
Christensen (1989).

suggestedthere as being due to the Kolmogorov subrange.
This argument, in fact, is wrong because there is no
"inertial" subrange at infinite Prandtl number in the k
spectra, because the nonlinear momentum advection term is
absent

domain [e.g., Monin and Yaglom, 1975]. On the other
hand, seismic tomography can provide valuable information
on the Fourier wavenumber spectra of thermal anomalies in
the mantle [Tanimoto, 1990; Davies el al., 1992]. Thus
there is mounting interest in relating wavenumber k spectra

to frequency CO spectra, as seisinology can only yield
present-day information about the thermal wavenumber
spectra associatedwith mantle convection. There have been
theoretical predictions made for the k spectra of thermal
turbulence [Bolgiano, 1959; Obukhov, 1959; She, 1989]
With direct numerical simulations we can produce both CO
and k spectra and compare the two. In this section we will
focus on the spectral differences between soft and hard
turbulences. At first this may seem inappropriate to
compare flows as different as helium gas [e.g., Heslot et al.,
1987] and
Earth's mantle.
But there are striking
similarities, as shown below. In the hard turbulent regime
the flow is dominated by the thermal buoyancy. This would
have a direct impact on the CO spectra. Theoretical
predictions for the turbulent convective spectra, which are

plotted in log-log scales, show that there are three distinct
subranges (regimes) in the wavenumber spectra [e.g.,
Monin, 1990]. With increasingwavenumberthey are (1) a
sealing subrange with a slope of -7/5 for the thermal
fluctuations ET(k) and -11/5 for the kinetic energy EK(k).
The physical origin of the -7/5 slope is not clear at the
moment. The spectrumfor the vertical heat transport,EwT
(k), is predictedto have a slope of -9/5. A non-integer
value in the slope of the spectra indicates a form of selfsimilarity over a certain range [e.g., Schroeder, 19911.
Finally, a "dissipative" subrangein which the energy is
dissipatedby viscousor diffusive processes. The slope is
very steeparound-7. Theoreticalpredictionwith sucha high
slope for the dissipativesubrangewas made by Heisenberg

in mantle

convection.

At present it is difficult to ascertain whether the
observed spectral subrange at infinite Prandtl number has
the same origin as the one at low Prandtl number. However,
these results may give support to the argument of a purely
thermal origin responsiblefor the observedsubrange. Thus
the correspondingcascadingprocesswould be a consequence
only of the thermal advection term in the energy equation.
This conclusion is reached because we have compared two
fluids with vastly different Prandtl numbers,helium gas and
mantle

rocks.

For turbulent flows the Taylor hypothesis [Taylor, 1938]
allows for the CO spectra taken in experiments to be related
to the k spectra taken at a given time instant. This is

especially important for geophysicsbecauseof the limited
time cturationin seismictomographicalstudies,which memas
that only k spectraare available. The existenceof a form of
Taylor hypothesis for hard turbulence has implicitly been
postulated by Wu[ 1991]. In Wu's [1991] experiments a
slope of -7/5 is found . We note that the observed slope of

Wu wasfor theCOspectra,
whiletheoretical
estimatewasfor
the k spectra [She, 1989]. The Taylor hypothesisis tested
below at infinite Prandtl number by using the eddy heat
transport. Taylor's hypothesis has recently been verified
with the approximate Fourier-Weierstass equations for
convection
[Grossmann
and
Lohse,
1 992].The

complimentary
naturebetweenthe k and CO spectrais
illustrated in Figure 1l a and llb where we plot respectively

the Nu (CO)spectrum
and the eddyheattransport
EwT(k)
spectrum. Slopes of-1.7 with error bars of 0.2 and 0.01 are

foundforNu (CO)andEwT (k), respectively.A schematic
picture of the physical correspondenceto Taylor hypothesis
is displayedin Figure 11c. Most of the disconnectedplumes
in the interior are homogenous but not isotropic, because
buoyancy dominates the vertical motion. Local thermal
fluctuations

are

locked

into

the

vertical

motion

due

to

[1948].

buoyancy. In this case, no large-scale flow [Castaing et al.,
Figure 9 is a schematicdiagram portraying the changes 1980] is needed. The root-mean-square (rms) temperature
in the thermalspectrain CO,as onegoesfromthe chaotic deviation, as defined by Honda [1987], can be compared
to soft then finally to the hard turbulent regime. This has with the rms seismic anomaly [Gudmundssonet al., 1990].

been

sketched

on

the

basis

of

low

Prandtl

experiments by Wu et al. [1990] and Wu [1991].

number

For the

chaotic
regime,
0(105)<Ra <0(106),thereisnoscaling
law
subrange, and the entire spectrum is influenced by
dissipative effects (Fig. 9a).
The evolution of the
temperaturefield has lost temporal coherencebut some form

of spatial
coherence,
is stillkept.FromRa=106to0(107),
a new regime, called soft turbulence, enters in which both

In Figure12awedisplay
forRa=1010thek spectrum
of
the rms. thermal field inside the whole layer. The slope of
the rms T as a function of k is -1. Similar slopes of-1 have
been measured from seismic velocity anomalies [Tanimoto,
1990; Davies et al., 1992] which may reflect the thermal
anomalies. In Figure 12a the slope of-1 corresponds to
large k. There is still a dissipative tail for k >100. If only
the upper part of the convectinglayer is considered(Figure
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Fig. 7. Temperature
fieldsfor Ra=5x107
and10•ø in an (Malevskyand Yuen, 1991). Points were unevenly
aspect-ratio
1.8 box. Gridsusedwererespectively
60x220 distributed
in theverticaldirectionandequallyspacedalong
and 170x800 points consisting of bicubic splines the horizontal.

12b),thenthedissipative
range
disappears.
Thismeans
all theseissues,
especialy
for internal
heating
configurations

of thedissipation
takesplacein theinterior.
andphasetransitions.
Strongseismicanomaliesare detectedin the upper
In Table 1 we summarize
the basicdifferences
between

mantle
andat thebottom
of thelowermantle
[Tanimoto, softandhardturbulence,
takenfromlaboratory
experiments

1990;Gudmundsson
et al., 1990;Davieset al., 1992]. of low Prandtl
number
fluids. Mostof thelaboratory
Seismic
spectra
in theupper
mantle
canbecompared
with experiments
onhighPrandtl
fluidshaveonlybeencarried

thermalspectrafromnumerical
simulations
of turbulent outin thechaotic
regime[e.g., Parsonsand Whitehead,
convection.
Thiscomparison
of the two formsof spectra 1978;Carrigan, 1985] and nonein the hardturbulent
suggests
thatmantleconvection
todayis strongly
time- regime. Directnumerical
simulations
of hardturbulent,

dependent.
Moreworkis definitely
needed
onresolvinginfinite
Prandtl
number
convection
havebeenconducted
by
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Fig. 7. (continued)

Hansen et al. 1990,1992a, b) and Malevsky and Yuen

4.

NON-NEWTONIAN

RHEOLOGY AND HARD TURBULENCE

(1991) in two-dimensional
boxeswith variousaspectratios.
These results show that in hard turbulent regimes most of

the plumesare brokenup and a "homogeneous"
regionis
createdin the interior composedof patchesof disconnected

4.1.Model Descriptionand Numerical Techniques
In

this

section

the

influences

of

non-Newtonian

both the 03 and k spectra. A characteristicfrequencyhas

theology on hard turbulent convectionwill be discussed.
Laboratoryexperiments[Goetzeand Kohlstedt,1973] have

been observed in hard turbulence in infinite Prandtl number

indicated that mantle rocks, at least in the upper mantle, can

convection and can be attributed to a global pulsating
mechanism [Vincent et al., 1991].

be describedby a nonlinear or non-Newtonianpower law
theology,which is characterized
by a non-lineardependence

plumes. The existenceof cascadingsubrange
is foundin
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Ra-Sx

10

n-I

•3

t - 0.745 x 10

-3

t - 0774

x 10

t-

x i0

-3

0,'•,

Fig. 8. Snapshots of the square root of the speed indicatemaximumamplitude.Speedsarescaledby 2.5x10
4
distribution
for Ra=Sx10
7 and1010. Speedis definedto take for Ra=5x107 and 2.1x105 for Ra=101ø. '
the magnitude of the local velocity vector.

of

the viscosity

on the velocity

Dark areas

derivatives.

For

computationalpurposes,xij is writtenin termsof the
velocity gradients. This takes the form

œ= [1/2œij.œij]l/2

In this study A, is to be taken as a constant. The effective
Ra is defined

1

(6)

then to be

1-n

%ij--Anœ
n œij

(5)

where n is the power-law index, A is a material constant

which depends generally on both the temperature and

pressure
[e.g., Ranalii,19871,
œijis thestrain-rate
tensor
and œ is its secondinvariantdefinedto be

n-I

Ra t•

n+2

2 n c•gd n ATp
I

1

KnAn

where d is the depth of the layer, K

(7)

is the thermal
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n-I

-5
0.696 x 10

t * 0.775

Fig. 8. (continued)
diffusivity,P is the averagedensityof the mantle,AT is
thetemperature
difference
andO• is the thermalexpansivity.
We point out here that the definition of Ra' dependson the
power law index n, which is around 3 for olivine [e.g.,
Karato et al., 1986].
Newtonian

convection,

Henceforth, Ra will be used for
while

R a' will be reserved for

describingnon-Newtonianconvectivedynamics.

(8)

In the case of constant Newtonian viscosity, this reduces

to the usual biharmonicequationfor /•/.

The results

reported in this section are taken from two-dimensional
The streamfunction/•/ approach
is employedas in the numerical simulations in an aspect-ratio five domain for a

Newtonian
model. The momentum
equation
for non- configuration
heated
purelyfrombelow. Stress-force
Newtonian
rheology
is a nonlinear
bi harmonic-like
boundary
conditions
areapplied
at thetopandbottom
differentialequationbecausethe effectiveviscosityri boundaries. Reflective boundaryconditionson the
depends
on the secondderivations
of /•/ [Malevskyand verticalshear
stress,horizontalvelocityand horizontal
Yuen, 1992]. It takesthe form

temperature gradient are imposed along the vertical
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Rayleighß 3x107
CHAOTIC

(a)

1z-2

(a)

frequency
log
10
SOFT

(b)
103

Frequency

frequency
log
10

Rayleigh:109

HARD

(c)

(b)

frequency log (to)
10

-q

Fig. 9. Schematic diagram portraying the differencesin the
thermal frequency spectra from chaotic to soft and then to
the hard turbulent regime. Spectral information is taken

from Wu (1990). (a)Chaotic
regime: FromRa=0(105)to
0(106). Thereis no scalinglaw subrange
andthe whole
spectrum is influenced by dissipative effects.
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,

I

,

i
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2.0

3.0

Frequency: re

turbulence:FromRa=0(106)to Ra=0(107).A newregime
appearsin which the time coherencedisappears.

'

I .g

(b) Soft

(c)Hardturbulence:From 0(107)onwardsa slopeof-1.4 of
thetemperature
spectrum
is found.

I

Fig. 10. Differences in Nusselt frequencyspectrabetween
soft and hard turbulencein an aspect-ratio1.8 box. Data is
taken

from

infinite

Prandtl

number

base-heated

convection

(Hansenet al. (1992)). (a) Soft turbulence:Ra=3x107.A
flat subrangeis present at the lowest frequencies. There is
boundaries. The dimensionlesstemperature is set to 0 at the
top and 1 at the bottom. The numerical methods for solving
the non-Newtonian convective equations based on bi-cubic

no time coherence for the heat flux.

(b) Hard turbulence:

Ra=109. The buoyancy
effectsare dominant.A scaling

subrange(dashedline) has a slope of-1.7+0.2.
splines are given by Malevsky and Yuen [1992]. Because
eqn. (8) is nonlinear due to
being a function of the
Sinking and rising plumes are
second derivatives of
, one must solve for
by means Figure 13 and 14).
of iterating techniques. Mesh sizes range from 300 x 48 to accelerated in their passage through the layer. Diapiric
activities are observedat Ra'=4500 with an averagedsurface
500 x 64 elements for the two Ra's considered here.
The
Nu of around23. Such a scenarioof plume dynamicsis only
grid is unevenly spacedalong the vertical direction.
observed at much higher Nu, around 40, in the case of
Newtonian theology [Hansen et al., 1990]. At higher Ra' of
4.2. Results for Non-Newtonian Convection
8000, swarms of plumes are developed in the form of
In non-Newtonian convection the time-dependent flow branches (see bottom panel of Figure 14). The averaged
structures are fundamentally different than those found for surface Nu in this case is around 35. But the degree of
activities
wouldcorrespond
to Ra of 0(108)for
NewtonJan theology because of the strain-rate softening diapiric
nature of mantle rheology, such as olivine. This physical Newtonian theology. The tendencytoward the generationof
property induces significant curvatures in the upward and diapiric structures is enhanced by non-Newtonian theology.
downward trajectories of the plumes (see the T fields in The same tendency is observed for non-Newtonian
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Fig.11.

Relationship between frequency and wavenumber

spectra in hard turbulent convection at infinite Prandtl

number.(a) Nu frequency
spectrum
at Ra=3x109a slopeof
-1.7+0.2 can be picked out. (b) Spectrumof the eddy heat-

I..
Q•

-1

g

transportCOT,wherew is theverticalvleocity,for Ra=10lø
A slope of -1.7+0.01 is present.(c) Schematicpicture for
the physical representationof Taylor's hypothesis (Taylor,
1938). Most of the plumes are disconnected. The core of
the flow is homogeneous but not isotropic.
Local
fluctuations

of the thermal

field

are frozen

(b)
•

-2.2

in the vertical

motions (arrows) due to the buoyancy.

• •i , i i i I i i I , i , i , I , i ,
0

temperature-dependent rheology [Larsen el al., 1992]. Thus
the threshold for entry to the hard turbulent regime is
lowered by the presenceof non-Newtonianviscosity.
Strong lateral heterogeneitiesin the velocity fields occur
quite commonly in time-dependent non-Newtonian
convection [Christensen and Yuen, 1989; Malevsky and

.8

1.6

2.4

iog10 ( Wave Number ß k )
Fig. 12. Thermal residual averagedover depth and defined
according to Honda (1987) as a function of horizontal

wavenumber
for Ra=10
lø. (a) Spectrum
forthewholelayer.

A slopeof-1 is foundbetweenk=10 and 100. (b) Spectrum
Yuen, 1992]. In Figure 13 and 14 we plot the temporal for the upper part of this layer. The slope with -1 is still

evolution
of the x/speed
distribution.Speedis definedhere present.
to be the magnitude of the local velocity vector. The areas

This is due to the thermal fluctuations of the
boundary layers.

of vigorousmotion (dark areas)comeand go randomly. The
fluid motionsof theseturbulentflows changedramatically
from one instant to the next. These vigorousmotions in abovethe averagedvalue. Fluctuations
of rms velocityin

non-Newtonian

turbulent

convection

would

indeed

enhance

Newtonianconvection
with the sameaveragedvelocityhave

mixing much more than the Newionian convective flows,

much smaller magnitudes [Malevsky and Yuen, 1992].
becauseof its propensityfor producingmuch greaterspatial- Theseresultswouldsuggest
that rapidshiftsin platespeeds

temporal fluctuations.
The differences in the temporal variations of the surface
Nu and rms velocity for the two Rayleigh numbersshown in

and the attendantshiftsin the momentof inertiaand polar
motions are much more likely for a mantle with nonNewtonianrheology. Recent laboratorywork [Karato and
Li, 1992] has suggestedthat the rheology of the lower
mantle is Newtonian. This introduces the interesting
possibility of a non-Newtonian upper-mantleoverlying a
Newtonian lower-mantle. Studies [van Keken et at., 1992]
show that pulsating diapiric structureswith fast timescales
are promoted by the interaction of the rising plumes with
this rheologicalboundary. Surfaceheat flow signalsappear
as sharp pulses, which remain relatively stationary [van

Figure 15. There are several more higher-frequency
components associated with the higher Rayleigh number
flow, whose Nu is about 50% greater. The fluctuations
about the mean Nu can reach nearly 30% for Ra'=8000 and
18% for Ra'=4500. These are global fluctuationsand local
heat flow values have much greater temporal variations.
What is more remarkable are the much larger excursions
taken by the rms velocity. For R a'=8000, strong flow
reorganizationscan generateburstsof velocity several times Keken et al., 1992].
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TABLE 1. ComparisonBetweenSoft and Hard Turbulencefor Low
Prandtl Number Convection Taken From Wu [1990]

Hard
1
2

Nu-Ra lt•
Probabilitydistributionfunction
(pd0 for the temperature

Nu_Ra•

3

No mixing layer

4

Frequencyspectrafor temperature

5

"Flat" spectrum
No peak frequency

STRONGLY CHAOTIC MANTLE CONVECTION WITH
MULTIPLE PHASE TRANSITIONS

The role playedby phasetransitionin promoting
additional instabilities in mantle convectionhas a longstandinghistory and goes back several decades[VeningMeinesz, 1956; Knopoff, 1964; Verhoogen, 1965].
Although it has long been recognized that between the
depths of around 400 and 670 km there exist at least three

fluctuations
Gaussian

5.

wingsareexponential major phasetransitions,most of the modellingefforts up to
(intermittency)
now have only been focussedon the spinel to perovskite
mixing layer due to
transition at 670 km depth [Olson and Yuen, 1982;
a large-scaleflow

Christensen and Yuen, 1984; and 1985; Machetel

and

Weber, 1991]. In the past few years there has been
considerableprogressmade in delineatingrealistic phase

fluctuations

buoyancysubrange
peak frequency

diagrams from theoretical [Kuskov et al., 1989; Fei et al.,

1990; lta and Stixrude,1992] and experimental[Katsura and
lto, 1989; lto and Takahashi, 1989; Gasparik, 1990;
Boehler and Chopelas, 1991] investigations. Of special
geodynamicalimportanceis the existenceof a triple point

In general,
there
isanincreased
degree
ofcomplexity
in nearthe670-km
discontinuity
anda.ttemperatures
between

non-Newtonian
convective
flowsin theturbulent
regime. 2000and2300K, separating
the•-spinel,T-spineland
Stronger
time-dependence
is produced
by introducing
vertical perovskite
phases.Liu et al. [1991]havepointedout the
variations of the flow laws, as recent laboratory importantrole playedby this triplepoint in filteringout
investigations
[KaratoandLi, 1992]havesuggested.

tepidplumesfromthe lowermantle.

Fig.13. Temporal
evolution
of Ra'=4500
and8000for configurations
of thebicubic-sp]ines
are300x48
points
for

non-Newtonian
base-heated
convection.Solutions
were Ra'=5000
and500x64points
for Ra'=8000
t•en after the initial tr•sients have disappeared.Grid
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0.O0254

t - 0.00267

Ra •. 8000

t-

n•3

0•001167

t - 0.•4-126;

t -, 0 • • 139

Fig. 14. Snapshotsof the squareroot of the speed denotemaximumamplitude.Speedsare scaledby 104 for
distribution correspondingto Fig. 13. Speed is the Ra'=4500and by 2.56x104for Ra'=8000.
magnitude of the local velocity vector. Dark areas of speed

In this section we will present some recent results for
strongly time-dependent mantle convection with multiple

localized character,defines the locationof the phasechange
zone, whose width is taken to be about 15 km. For multiple

phasetransitions.We will alsoshowthat the propensity phasetransitions,
an effectivethermalexpansivity
(Z can
for layered convectionis enhancedby entry into the high be defined in terms of F(T,p).
Ra regime and the appearanceof a catastrophicinstability given by

In dimensionalform it is

from a transition in the style of convection.

5..Moael
Description

There
aremany
different
ways
ofmodelling
phase

transitionsin mantle convection[e.g., Richter, 1973;

c(T,p)
- CZo(p)
+
ApFi(T,p)
Po

i-1

(9)

Christensen and Yuen, 1984, 1985]. We have employed the

phase
distribution
method
[Liuetal.,'1991'
Zhao
etal., where
Poisthebackground
mantle
density,
density
change
1992]in dealingwith multiplephasetransitions
with a acrossthe individualphasechangeand

triple point and various segmentsof the Clapeyron slopes.
Basically, a probabilityfunctionprescribesthe locationof a
particularphaseboundaryon the (T,p) plane, where p is the
hydrostaticpressure. A Gaussianfunctionis usedto describe
this phase distribution function [Liu et al., 1991; Zhao et
al., 1992].
This Gaussian function, by virtue of its

is the

temperaturechange accompanyingthe phase transition and
is taken to be 50 degrees in these simulations. The
temperaturechange is positive for positive Clapeyronslope
and negative for endothermic phase transition, such as
spinel to perovskite. The index k, between2 and 4, is the
number of phase transitions under consideration.
The
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The time-dependenttemperatureequation includes (1) latent
heat release (2) adiabatic and viscous heatings (3) internal
heating (4)
an effective heat-capacity to account for
changes due to phase transition. The effects of phase
boundary distortions are modelled by the movement of the
peaks of the probability functions F(T,p) in response to
variations

in the local

thermal

field.

The boundary conditions at the top and bottom are
constant temperature and stress-free,as in our other models
in this paper. However, periodic boundary conditions for
the temperature and velocity fields are imposed along the
vertical

boundaries.

A model

mantle

is used

in which

the

depth is scaled to 1500 km and the width to 4500 km. For

Ra-0(10 7) between
125 x 375 and150 x 450 finitedifference grid points were used. Other technical details are
given by Zhao et al. [1992].

5.2.Results

.[br Newlonian

Convection with

Phase

Transitions

Phase transitions

in the mantle

can act as another

source

for chaotic motions, local boundary layer instabilities and
catastrophic events. Allegre and Turcotte [1985] and
Anderson [1991] have argued that thermal instabilities may
form at the transition zone in a chemically layered mantle.
Liu et al. [1991] have shown that under certain conditions
diapiric instabilities can be generated at phase-transition
zones in the mantle. In Figure 16 we display examplesof
two different types of secondary thermal instabilities
developed in high Ra convection with phase transition. The
left column shows a case with two phase transitions (olivine
to spinel and spinel to perovskite); internally heated, depthdependent thermal expansivity (Z(z) encourages layered
convection [Zhao et al., 1992]. This system is sufficiently
layered that a rather pronounced thermal boundary layer is
formed at 670km depth. Small hot plumes arise from 670
km which are not related at all to the stronger upwellings
coming from the base of the mantle. These lower mantle
plumes cannot penetrate through the transition zone and are
deflected sideways by the phase transition barrier. On the
other hand, the right column shows a different situation in

Fig. 15. Temporal series of Nu and r.m.s. velocity for
Ra'=4500

and 8000 for non-Newtonian

convection.

which the convection is not layered, although some of the
descending plumes are partially deflected by the olivine to
spinel transition. There is only one phase change in this
model with constant thermal expansivity, internal heating

andRa=3 x 107. Diapiricstructures
aredeveloped
asthe
backgroundthermal expansivity(ZO may decreasewith
depthin accordancewith recentlaboratorystudies[Chopelas
and Boehler, 1989]. Equation. (9) for (Z(p,T) peaks either
positively or negatively in each phase transitionzone. It is
similar to the depth-dependent (Z(z) used for modelling
mantle convection with a single phase change [Christensen

lower-mantle plumes pass through the olivine to spinel
transition. It is clear from Figure 17 that phase transitions
can act as a source for massive instabilities to be developed
in the interior of the mantle.
Catastrophic events are
triggered by gravitational instabilities, at the phase
boundary. Such an example is shown in Figure 17 where
two phase transitions are considered for a constantproperty,

and Yuen, 1985].
An effective heat capacity, which
internally-heated
mantlewith Ra =107. The sudden
increasesby around 50% in each phase transition zone, can breakthrough of hot plumes can cause an initially layered
likewise be defined [Liu et al., 1991; Zhao et al., 1992].
mantle to undergo an overturn. This event occurs extremely
For computational purposes we have employed the fast in about 20 Myr, which have similar timescales as the
extended-Boussinesqapproximation [Christensenand Yuen, superplumeevents [Larson, 1991]. Overturn events can also
1985]
to investigate high R a convection with phase be responsiblefor the resurfacing of Venus [Steinbach and
transitions. This approximation allows for an easier Yuen, 1992]. Recently Honda et al. [1993] have found these
treatment of multiple phase-transitionsthan in the anelastic gravitational
instabilities
in
three-dimensional
compressible,phase transitionconvectionmodels [Machetel configurations.
and Weber, 1991; Peltier and Solheim; 1992]. By this
The dynamical times scales in convection with phase
approachwe have also reduced the computationaltime over transitions are considerably shorter in the transition zone
This is illustrated
the compressible models. The dimensionless momentum than at the to and bottom of the mantle.
equation for Newtonian rheology is solved in the in Figure 18 where the time seriesof the local heat transport
streamfunction-vorticity
formulation
with eqn.(9), (Z(T,p), Nu at four different depthsare shown for two different Ra in
being included in the buoyancy term [Zhao et al., 1992]. an internally heated constant property mantle with three
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Fig. 17. Catastrophic
eventin layeredconvection.wereused.Thetimeinterval
between
firstandlastframes
is
Rao=10
7, constant
properties,
internally-heated
(80% around
20Ma!
chondritic) and two phasetransitions.150x450grid points

phase
transitions
to• -spinel
. , -spinelto•/- andbottom
of themantle.Although
these
solutions
have
_to(elivine
spinel,
•-spinel
perovskite)
andw•thtt• triplepointat notyet reached
a statistically
stationary
state,thetrend

670kmdepth.

enforced
by themultiple
phase
transitions
should
be

We observe
thattheflows,asreflected
by thetime evident.In thetransition
zoneheattransfer
is reduced

dependence
ofNu,aremore
chaotic
inthephase
transition
locally.Thetime-dependence,
asmeasured
byNu(t),

zone(400-600
kmin depth)
thanat thetopandbottomexhibits
quite
a large
vertical
variation
between
thetopand
boundaries.
This showsthat phasetransitions
can bottom
boundary
layers
andthetransition
zone.Thus
these
intrinsicallypromotelocal chaoticbehaviorin the resultssuggest
that the dynamical
time scalesin the
transition
zoneandcangenerate
thermal
instabilities
there transition
zonearemuchshorter
thanthoseat thetopand
[Liu el al., 1991]. There can be instantswhen Nu is

bottomboundarylayers.

amplified
by a largefactor,
around
20. Thiscanbeeven Theeffectsof increasing
Ra on enhancing
layered
larger
during
catastrophic
overturn
events.
Such
behavior
is convection
werefirstshown
for thespinelto perovskite

an indication
of localturbulence
[Grossmann
and Lohse, transition
by Christensen
and Yuen[1985[.In Figure19 we

1991]. Thishasimportant
ramifications
for geochemical
showtheeffects
of increasing
thevigorof convection
on
mixing.Onecancorrelate
thethermal
events
between
the the elivineto spinelphasetransition
for an internally
twodepths
in thetransition
zonebutnotbetween
thetop heated,
constant
property
mantle.At lowerRa around
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phase transition zone, soon become thermally absorbedby
the hot lower mantle.
At this range of R a, many
instabilities are developed at the phase boundary [Liu et al.,
1991]. The sharpnessof the thermal interface between the
upper and lower mantle increaseswith higher Ra. In Figure
20 we show the tendencyof the vertical temperaturegradient

60

become

more

conductive

at

the

transition

zone

with

increasingRa. For a more layered system(see Figure 16)
this peak in <dT/dz> assumesa greatervalue.
The phenomenon of hard turbulent convection provides
an explanation for the propensity of phase transitional
convection to become more layered at higher Ra. This is
due to the greater vulnerability of the disconnectedplumes at
high Ra to the phase transition barrier. This result has farreaching ramifications and implications regarding Earth's
thermal history.
Conceivably, the style of mantle
convectionmight have changed with time from a strongly
layered system to one which is only intermittently layered
today. This transition would be catastrophicin nature and
may involve global instability producing super plumes
[e.g., Larson, 1991]. Our resultsshow that with any sort of
phasetransitionpresentin the upper mantle somedegreeof
obstruction to mantle flows would take place and cold
material could be stored there, which alight lead to eventual
gravitational instability.
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Ra=3x10 6

the hard-turbulent regime llleslot et al., 1987]. Its impact
on the thermal evolution of lunar magma oceans has been
discussedby Spera 119921. From spectral analysis of the
thermal fluctuations and heat transportwe find that there are
differences between the spectral slopes in the soft and hard
turbulent regimes.
The hard turbulent regime can be
characterized by the dominating influences exerted by
thermal buoyancy. A subrange in the spectral domain has

10

been found

o

1

dT

o

1

Ra=Gx10
7
10

$371

.................

for infinite

Prandtl

number

turbulent

convection.

We can use the seismic-wave spectra [e.g. Davies et al.,
1992] as a means of understanding the nature of timedependent convection in Earth's mantle, if Taylor's
hypothesis, which relates the wavenumber spectra to the
frequency spectra, proves to be correct.
Non-Newtonian rheology injects a greater degree of
spatial-temporalturbulence in mantle convection. If nonNewtonian rheology prevails throughout the whole mantle,
then plumes cannot remain upright in their ascent to the
lithosphere.
Phase transitions cause turbulent behavior locally in the
transition zone. At higher R a the system has the tendency
to be layered becausethe plumes are disconnectedand are
more vulnerable to the interaction with the phase change
dynamics. This would have the important implication that
in the early cons of Earth convection might have been
layered and might support more whole-mantle circulation
with time, as Ra tiecreases from secular cooling.
Catastrophic overturns would occur during this transition
period. If the Venusian mantle has lost most of its volatiles,
its R a may be now smaller than Earth's [Kaula, 1990].
Thus the lower mantle of Venus may be cooler than Earth's
today because Venus may be less prone toward layered
convection.

Finally, another application of hard turbulent in mantle
convection is encountered on the case of temperaturedependent viscosity. For high enough Rayleigh number,

between 107 and 108 in the interior,convectionwith
temperature-dependentviscosity undergoesanother transition
from one characterizedby a relative stagnantsurfacelid with
low efficiency in heat transfer l e.g., Christensen, 19851 to
one which behaves similarly to constant viscosity
convection in the Nu (Ra) relationship.
In the hard
turbulent regime, the hot disconnectedplumes are able to hit
at random the stiff corners of the descending flow, thus
mobilizing the entire top boundary layer, which is also
thinned constantly by the impingement of hot diapirs [
Larsen et al., 1992].

Depth
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Fig. 20. The horizontally averaged, vertical temperature
gradient as a function of depth with increasing Ra.
Otherwise, same as in Fig. 19. Peaks indicate local heattransfer is different from pure convective transport and has
some amount

of conductive

character.
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